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MBCI Concert Band - Special Term Assignments 

Booklet 2 - Written Review Options 

Mr. A. Klassen (667-8210, ext. 5002, aklassen@mbci.mb.ca) 

2015 / 2016 

 
All Concert Band members complete one Special Term Assignment each term worth 20% of your Term Grade. Term 

One’s assignment was your chamber music project. In Term Two, you have over a dozen options to choose from. These 

were listed in the Course Outline and Band Members Handbook you received in September. What follows are details and 

specifications for the Performance Options (#1, 2, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, and 13). The Term Two assignment is due Friday, 

February 26. You are asked to choose one option for Term Two and submit details in writing for my approval. The Term 

Two choice will be due by Wednesday, January 20, Day 1, with the assignment itself due by Friday, February 26. The 

Term Three assignment will be assessed through your participation in Music Tour 2016. 

 

Option #3 - Concert Review 
 

Go to a concert of your choice. Write a review of the performance, incorporating program notes on the music 

itself. 

 

Specifications: 

 

Include a title page with the following: 

 
MBCI Concert Band 

 

Special Term Assignment 

Option #3 

 

A Review Of (name of performer or ensemble) 

(location of performance) 

(time and date of performance) 

 

written by 

(your name) 

(your grade) 

prepared for 

Mr. Klassen 

 

(date and year of completion) 

 

After the title page, the text of your paper should cover approximately 1000 words. This should be written in an 

essay format with sentences and paragraphs leading to one another in a logical flow and sequence. The narrative 

may be in 'first person' format. The text should have proper opening and concluding paragraphs. 

 

Hand in a printed program of the concert if provided, or write your own up on a separate sheet of paper. 

 

The text of your paper should contain factual details, program notes, and a review of the performance itself. 

 

What to include in the text of your paper: 

 

• FACTUAL - who, where, what, and when in paragraph form.  

 

• PROGRAM NOTES - factual and descriptive information on the music itself. This may be obtained via 

standard reference materials, notes in the concert program, or from comments spoken by the performers 
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themselves, but avoid repeating these sources verbatim. You do not need to formulate personal views on 

the music when writing these program notes (although you may). A restatement of what is common 

knowledge will be sufficient. Try very hard to separate your views on the music from your views on 

how it is performed. This should not take up the major portion of your paper since it is primarily a 

concert review. 

 

1. CONCERT REVIEW - your own personal opinions formulated while listening and watching the 

performance from the audience. These evaluative observations should take up 75% or more of the 

text you write and should encompass discussion of some points from each of the five areas listed 

below (but not necessarily in this order. Address areas as it becomes logical to do so): 

 

2. GENERAL SETTING - size and makeup of audience, stage setup, ticket price, quality and 

accuracy of printed program, length of concert, suitability of performance location  

 

3. OVERALL IMPRESSIONS - stage presence and deportment of performers, communication 

(verbal, non-verbal) with audience, pacing and flow of program, general audience response, how 

you felt, value of concert vs. ticket price 

 

4. PROGRAMMING - program choices (musical interest, variety), suitability of chosen music to 

performers' strengths, degree of preparation of this program 

 

5. MUSICALITY/INTERPRETATION OF THE MUSIC - authenticity of interpretation to 

composers' wishes, any liberties taken, uniformity of approach among performers, your personal 

opinion 

 

6. TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS - tone quality, color, blend, rhythmic uniformity and control, 

dynamic choices, balance, variance, intonation, articulation style choices, tempo choices, vibrato 

style choices, special techniques, novel sounds, any technical compromises made 

 

7. OTHER RELEVANT DETAILS, ETC. 

 

*As an extra, to enhance the scope of your review, you may wish to explore comparisons between other 

performances you have heard of some of the pieces on the program, both live and on recordings, or 

performances which you may have taken part in. 

  

*As another extra, you may want to compare your opinions with others who also review the performance, 

including either other students completing this assignment, or professional reviews appearing in the news 

media. Include a copy of other reviews for comparison, if they exist. 

 

Option #4 - Recording Critique 
 

Choose and listen to a 5-10 minute professional recording of some music of your choice and provide a written 

critical evaluation of the performance. 

 

Specifications: 

 

Include a title page with the following: 

 
MBCI Concert Band 

Special Term Assignment 

Option #4 
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A Critique Of (name of performer or ensemble) 

performing 

(title and composer of piece) 

on 

(name of recording) 

 

written by 

(your name) 

(your grade) 

prepared for 

Mr. Klassen 

 

(date and year of completion) 

 

After the title page, the text of your paper should cover approximately 1000 words. This should be written in an 

essay format with successive sentences and paragraphs leading to one another in a logical flow and sequence. 

The narrative may be in 'first person' format. The text should have proper opening and concluding paragraphs. 

 

The text of your paper should contain factual details, program notes, and a critique of the performance itself. 

 

What to include in the text of your paper: 

 

• FACTUAL - who, where, what, and when in paragraph form.  

 

• PROGRAMME NOTES - factual and descriptive information on the music itself. This may be obtained 

via standard reference materials, notes in the concert program, or from comments spoken by the 

performers themselves, but avoid repeating these sources verbatim. You do not need to formulate 

personal views on the music when writing these program notes (although you may). A restatement of 

what is common knowledge will be sufficient. Try very hard to separate your views on the music from 

your views on how it is performed. This should not take up the major portion of your paper since it is 

primarily a critique. 

 

• CRITIQUE - your own personal opinions formulated while listening to the performance. These 

evaluative observations should take up 75% or more of the text you write and should encompass 

discussion of some points from each of the four areas listed below (but not necessarily in this order. 

Address areas as it becomes logical to do so): 

 

1. QUALITY AND FIDELITY OF RECORDING - clarity of sound, balance between instruments, 

distance of microphones to instruments, frequency range sufficient for the instrument ranges 

 

2. OVERALL IMPRESSIONS - communication with listener, emotional connection - how you felt, 

suitability of chosen music to performers' strengths, degree of preparation for this recording 

 

3. MUSICALITY/INTERPRETATION OF THE MUSIC - authenticity of interpretation to 

composers' wishes, any liberties taken, uniformity between solo and accompaniment, your 

personal opinion 

 

4. TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS - tone quality, color, blend, rhythmic uniformity and control, 

dynamic choices, balance, variance, intonation, articulation style choices, tempo choices, vibrato 

style choices, special techniques, novel sounds, any technical compromises made 

 

5. OTHER RELEVANT DETAILS, ETC. 

 

Avoid subjective comments which are not substantiated with specific references to the music. 
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Avoid adjectives which describe the music in a general way but do little to further our understanding of what 

the performance was really like. 

 

Include a copy of the music if you have one, so that you can refer to specific measure numbers in your critique. 

If not, be as specific as possible when making comments. 

 

*As an extra, to enhance the scope of your paper, you may wish to explore comparisons between this recording 

and other performances you have heard, both live and on recordings, or performances which you may have 

taken part in. 

  

*As another extra, you may want to compare your opinions with others who have also critiqued this recording, 

including either other students completing this assignment, or professional reviews appearing in the news 

media. Include a copy of other reviews for comparison, if they exist.  

 

Option #5 - Recording Comparison 
 

Choose and listen to 5-10 minutes of two different professional recordings of the same music and provide a 

written critical evaluation and comparison of the two performances. 

 

Specifications: 

 

Include a title page with the following: 

 
MBCI Concert Band 

 

Special Term Assignment 

Option #5 

 

A Critical Evaluation and Comparison Of  

(name of both performers or ensembles) 

each performing 

(title and composer of piece) 

 

written by 

(your name) 

(your grade) 

prepared for 

Mr. Klassen 

 

(date and year of completion) 

 

After the title page, the text of your paper should cover approximately 1000 words. This should be written in an 

essay format with successive sentences and paragraphs leading to one another in a logical flow and sequence. 

The narrative may be in 'first person' format. The text should have proper opening and concluding paragraphs. 

 

The text of your paper should contain factual details, program notes, and a critique and comparison of the two 

performances themselves. 

 

What to include in the text of your paper: 

 

• FACTUAL - who, where, what, and when in paragraph form.  

 

• PROGRAMME NOTES - factual and descriptive information on the music itself. This may be obtained 

via standard reference materials, notes in the concert program, or from comments spoken by the 
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performers themselves, but avoid repeating these sources verbatim. You do not need to formulate 

personal views on the music when writing these program notes (although you may). A restatement of 

what is common knowledge will be sufficient. Try very hard to separate your views on the music from 

your views on how it is performed. This should not take up the major portion of your paper since it is 

primarily a critical comparison. 

 

1. CRITIQUE and COMPARISON - your own personal opinions formulated while listening to and 

comparing the two performances. These evaluative observations should take up 75% or more of 

the text you write and should encompass discussion of some points from each of the four areas 

listed below (but not necessarily in this order. Address areas as it becomes logical to do so): 

 

2. QUALITY AND FIDELITY OF RECORDING - clarity of sound, balance between instruments, 

distance of microphones to instruments, frequency range sufficient for the instrument ranges 

 

3. OVERALL IMPRESSIONS - communication with listener, emotional connection - how you felt, 

suitability of chosen music to performers' strengths, degree of preparation for this recording 

 

4. MUSICALITY/INTERPRETATION OF THE MUSIC - authenticity of interpretation to 

composers' wishes, any liberties taken, uniformity between solo and accompaniment, your 

personal opinion 

 

5. MUSICALITY/INTERPRETATION OF THE MUSIC - authenticity of interpretation to 

composers' wishes, any liberties taken, uniformity between solo and accompaniment, your 

personal opinion 

 

6. TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS - tone quality, color, blend, rhythmic uniformity and control, 

dynamic choices, balance, variance, intonation, articulation style choices, tempo choices, vibrato 

style choices, special techniques, novel sounds, any technical compromises made 

 

7. OTHER RELEVANT DETAILS, ETC. 

 

Avoid subjective comments which are not substantiated with specific references to the music. 

 

Avoid adjectives which describe the music in a general way but do little to further our understanding of what 

the performance was really like. 

 

Include a copy of the music if you have one, so that you can refer to specific measure numbers in your 

comparison. If not, be as specific as possible when making comments. 

 

 *As an extra, to enhance the scope of your paper, you may wish to explore comparisons between other 

recordings and performances you have heard, or performances which you may have taken part in. 

  

*As another extra, you may want to compare your opinions with others who have also critiqued these 

recordings, including either other students completing this assignment, or professional reviews appearing in the 

news media. Include a copy of other reviews for comparison, if they exist. 

 

Option #14 - Submit Your Own Idea 
 

If you have an idea for a Special Term Assignment involving music, but does not fit Options 1-12, write it up 

and submit it for my consideration. 
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To be acceptable, demonstrate in some way how completing the assignment would contribute or relate to the 

goals of this course, as well as suggest a way in which the assignment might be assessed for a mark. Be 

creative! 


